ACT V

GODS' EPILOGUE

MARS: He did it!
PLUTO: Out of all the endless possibilities, he did it.
JUPITER: The New Age is launched!
SATURN: Our work is done.
NEPTUNE: And just begun.
URANUS: We're on our way!
MERCURY: Where are we going Jupiter?
JUPITER: We'll have to ask our elder brother, Pluto.
PLUTO: Toward the galactic center!
VENUS: You mean His Holiness is going to try for it?
PLUTO: Yes.
THE GODS: Hurrah! Hurrah!
(The gods' song)
VENUS: To man!
MERCURY: The glory of the world!
URANUS: The only begotten Son!
NEPTUNE: The Redeemer of the Universe!
MARS: And now Boundless Space....
PLUTO: And Limitless Light.
URANUS: To the Eternal Life!
NEPTUNE: To the Father--Mother--Child, Creator!
VENUS: The Man--Woman--Birth-Maker....
JUPITER: To the height!
SATURN: The Depth!
MARS: The Length!
MERCURY: The Width!
MOON: The Breadth!
ASTEROIDS: To the Infinite!
SATURN: The Eternal!
JUPITER: The All-Creator--Maintainer--Sustainer!
NEPTUNE: The All in One!
PLUTO: And One in All!
MERCURY: Breath of my Breath!
SATURN: Blood of my Blood!
MOON: Quick of my Quick!
MARS: Might of my Might!
VENUS: Life of my Life!
URANUS: The One and Only Life!
JUPITER: Pervading All....
PLUTO: To the Nameless One!
ALL GODS: The Incomprehensible, Unknowable Knower of us All!
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